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Abstract
The goal of this thematic series is to provide a discussion venue about recent
advances in the study of networks and their applications to the study of collective
behavior in socio-technical systems. The series includes contributions exploring the
intersection between data-driven studies of complex networks and agent-based
models of collective social behavior. Particular attention is devoted to topics aimed at
understanding social behavior through the lens of data about technology-mediated
communication. These include: modeling social dynamics of attention and
collaboration, characterizing online group formation and evolution, and studying the
emergence of roles and interaction patterns in social media environments.

1 Introduction
The rise in usage of online social media provides a wealth of information about social phe-
nomena and human behavior at scale, at least to the extent to which interactions, inten-
tions and beliefs measured online reflect their real-world counterparts [, ]. Data about
online traces of activity from Twitter, Facebook, Wikipedia, blogs, etc., have been used
to predict elections and political opinions [, ], movie revenues at the box office [, ],
fluctuations in the stock market [], and the spreading of influenza [–], to cite a few
examples. Similar data have shed light on the mechanisms behind social influence [, ]
and spread of behavior [, ], or to study the diffusion of viral information [–], and
the dynamics of social protests [, ].
Even preceding the surge of scholarly attention toward social media and online social

networks, the use of Agent-based Models (ABM) has grown in scope, percolating to sev-
eral disciplines within the social sciences from economics to environmental policy, soci-
ology, and psychology. One major appeal of the agent based approach is the possibility to
test in silico hypotheses about the emergence of macroscopic behavior as result of simple
interaction rules among stylized agents [, ]. In recent years the focus has started to
shift from testing the plausibility of specific theories to the development of quantitatively
accurate models; rather than just testing ?what-if? scenarios, ABMs are now being used to
provide quantitative forecasts in social systems.
Although the Network Science community, which studies interconnected socio-techni-

cal systems, and the ABM community, which simulates artificial societies as groups of
interacting agents, have similar focus and a large overlap in interests, they are still sep-
arated from a profound chasm in their methodological approach. We believe that each
community would greatly benefit by a larger degree of acquaintance with themethodolog-
ical approaches of the other. Agent-based models that are strongly informed by empirical
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facts and capable of producing predictions at multiple scales and resolutions - predictions
for which empirical data are presently available - could be a highly desirable outcome of
the increased interaction among the two communities.
These are the driving motivations behind our series of workshops ?Covenant: Collective

Behaviors and Networks? that have been held in conjunction with the European Confer-
ence and Complex Systems (ECCS). The great success of the first edition, which was held
in Barcelona (Spain) in September , set a milestone by bringing together these two
communities, and brought us to expand even further our objectives for a second edition,
held in Lucca (Italy) in September . This event replicated the success of the first and
surpassed our wildest expectations, with a peak attendance of a hundred participants, and
close to  original submissions by researchers and practitioners from all over the world.
The goal of the present thematic series is twofold: showcase the most outstanding con-

tributions presented at these two meetings, and provide a discussion venue about recent
advances in the study of networks and their application to the study of collective behav-
iors. The first five contributions published here have been carefully selected among those
presented at Covenant , and they present advances in three areas: (i) modeling social
dynamics of attention [] and collaboration []; (ii) characterizing online group forma-
tion and evolution []; (iii) studying the emergence of sharing habits patterns [] and
roles [] in social media environments.

2 Contributions
The first contribution, by Ruiz et al. [], investigates the dynamics of content production
in an online microblogging community, and in particular the interplay between user ac-
tivity and the attention she receives. In online social network (OSN) media content (such
as photos, stories, news, etc.) is produced by the same set of people. As a consequence,
the evolution of OSN sites is driven by the complex interplay between individual activ-
ity and attention received from others. This has important implications for the online
communities. Receiving attention is a non-monetary reward that is crucial to sustain user
engagement and prevent churn; therefore understanding what strategies are employed by
the most successful users is likely of interest to anybody who wishes to promote socially
sustainable communities, both online and offline. Proxies for collective attention are easy
to measure in the digital world, and several works have approached the issue from dif-
ferent angles. Here the authors analyse a novel and interesting dimension of collective
attention, the efficiency, defined as the ratio between the volume of collective attention
received and the volume of content produced by a single user. They find that % of users
in the system have very well-defined efficiency patterns over time, exhibiting either an in-
creasing/decreasing, or peaking behavior. Further analyses lead the authors to conclude
that increases in efficiency are determined by the creation of high-quality content, but that
the attention acquired in this way has to be sustained by means of social exchanges (such
as commenting or liking) tomaintain high efficiency.Whenever this form of social activity
is missing, efficiency quickly drops.
The second paper, contributed by Iñiguez et al. [], also looks at a content-producing

online community. In contrast to Ruiz et al. [] that focused on a system, where contents
is exchanged over social connections, here the authors investigate the free online encyclo-
pedia Wikipedia, a strictly collaborative environment, where social connections arguably
play a lesser role. Wikipedia is famous for allowing everyone to alter its content. This pol-
icy of low participation barrier has resulted in a surprisingly fast growth in its first decade
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of existence. The other side of the coin is, however, the occurrence of conflicts among con-
tributors with differing viewpoints. Wikipedia, with its detailed records about the history
of edits on each article, provides an ideal ground to study how conflict arise and are solved.
Indeed data about conflicts in other systems are usually difficult to find, possibly for the
negative social connotation of the subject. Iñiguez et al. make an original contribution
to this line of research by proposing a stylized agent-based model of fictitious Wikipedia
editors that compete for control of an article (the medium). All editors and the medium
are endowed with an internal opinion-like variable. For editors this represents their own
viewpoint on the topic of themedium, and for themedium this can be thought as themost
recent viewpoint contributed to it. Opinions are continuous variables and their dynamics
follows the so-called Bounded Confidence (BC) rule from opinion dynamics. Such a styl-
ized model, while simplifying several important aspects of Wikipedia?s editorial process,
still features, as the authors report, a rich dynamic. In particular, different regimes, corre-
sponding to empirical observation of conflict on real Wikipedia pages, can be found for
different ranges of key model parameters.
The thirdwork, byMartin-Borregon et al. [], studies Flickr, the popular photo-sharing

platform, to understand how social groups form and evolve in time, space, and across
the socio-topical dimension. The authors propose a general model to characterize groups
through several metrics of reciprocity, activity and topical diversity (which embody the
theory of common identity and common bond). The model clusters groups according to
their temporal activity into three categories: evergreen, short-lived, and bursty ones. The
authors? analysis shows that their model predicts accurately the type of a groups when
compared with the manually-generated ground truth. The model also demonstrates that:
(i) geographically-wide groups are longer-lived than local ones; (ii) topical groups aremore
robust to user churn than other types and tend to exhibit constant activity; and, (iii) so-
cial groups have bursty activity patterns, with most members joining at the beginning and
then interacting only occasionally. The definition of groups according to this framework
provides a more nuanced description of community if compared with that obtained solely
by clustering the user social graph, better capturing user behaviors and group activities.
In fact, the authors show that groups identified by the framework and clusters obtained
from community detection don?t overlap much, and are more often social than the de-
clared ones. This agrees with the increasing body of literature that highlights the limita-
tions of traditional topology-based network clustering to identify dynamical characteris-
tics of socio-technical systems. The work finally concludes that information diffusion is
affected by the grouping, with social and bursty groups spreading information across the
boundaries more efficiently than topical and evergreen ones.
The fourth and fifth contributions selected from ?Covenant ? bothmake use of Twit-

ter data to study socio-technical environments: the former aims to model content sharing
habits, and the latter at understanding the emergence of roles on the platform.
Thework byAn et al. [] explores four different dynamics that contribute to the sharing

behavior of news on socialmedia: gratification, selective exposure, socialization, and trust.
Traditional literature explored these dimensions independently, and without making use
of datasets containing real social interactions and behaviors at scale. An et al. explore in
particular whether the theories of selective exposure and echo chamber can be observed
in a non-controlled environment (as done in the past by traditional psychologists). They
also discusswhat factors drive users to predominantly consume information that is aligned
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with their pre-existing views. The work focuses on political news, as political leaning has
been identified as one the critical factors making people with different viewpoints drift
apart. The authors first collected a large longitudinal dataset of tweets - produced during
eight months in  - from users sharing links to news articles selected from a list of 
news agencies. They propose a model based on  features called PoNS (Political News
Sharing), featuring the four social factors mentioned above. They then carefully design a
protocol to evaluate their model. In particular, they determine which features contribute
the most to the likelihood of rebroadcasting (retweeting) a news item based on its po-
litical inclination (either in line or opposing one?s political views), and provided that the
news story comes from an official channel or through friends. After adjusting for various
confounding factors and possible sources of bias, they observe that homophily strongly
limits who connects to whom on Twitter. Users are disproportionately more likely to con-
nect with and retweet from others who share their same political views. The emergence
of this polarization effect, which was first observed for Twitter in previous studies [],
makes it difficult for ideas to spread from one group to another. This work also highlights
for the first time that individuals are much more likely to retweet news that oppose their
views when they come from their contacts, compared to official accounts. This contrasts
the broadly regarded theory of cognitive dissonance, which posits that individuals tend to
stick evenmore to their views when they are facedwith opposing ones. Finally, the authors
ranked the predictive power of the twelve features they selected. They find that, when one
controls for the number of exposures, other variables become important, although not
uniformly for all users: some prefer popular stories, while others value those coming from
trusted friends.
The fifth and last contribution, by González-Bailón et al. [], focuses on the sociologi-

cal theory of brokerage and extends it to complex, large-scale social networks. The goal of
this work is to provide a method to identify user roles in inter-personal communication
dynamics, leveraging information about network topology and, in particular the commu-
nity structure that characterizes online social networks like Facebook andTwitter [, ].
The assumption is that roles respond to a division of labor that reflects different functions
or behaviors, within the network. Network features, the authors hypothesize, may help
detecting structurally similar positions and communication dynamics. The authors col-
lect data on discussions about the Spanish political protest of May  from Twitter, and
pair this data with the classic Zachary?s Karate Club dataset as a baseline. The question
they aim to answer is whether individuals who exhibit similar network roles also behave
similarly in terms of communication patterns. Additionally, they identify the most sig-
nificant roles in this context. The authors proposed a hybrid local-global method (HM)
based on clustering the network via a community detection algorithm. Once the commu-
nity structure is obtained, the two classic schemes of GF (local role inference based on
paths of length two around each node) and GA (global role inference based on the den-
sity of the membership community) can be computed and combined for each node. Based
on their analysis, the authors observe that in Twitter most individuals play a representa-
tive role, are peripheral and exhibit low levels of brokerage, both at the local and global
level. There is little opportunity for information to flow from community to community,
and that most users don?t control direct diffusion channels. The work finally shows that
similar roles trigger similar behavior. By measuring number of retweets and mentions re-
ceived by each user as proxy for authority and salience, the authors show that local and
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global brokers are consistently the most retweeted users (therefore, essential conduits for
global information flow), while the most salient users are brokers only at local level.

3 Conclusions
Technology-mediated social collectives are taking an important role in the design of social
structures. Yet, our understanding of the complex mechanisms governing networks and
collective behavior is still shallow. Social systems are often viewed as instances of entirely
unpredictable systems, their future bound to be dominated by contingency and happen-
stance. Agent-based models and complex networks methods are relatively novel items in
the toolbox of computational social scientists, and as any tool they have their strengths
and limitations. In this thematic series we aimed to show that combining these two ap-
proachesmay help formulate better models and perhaps open up the possibility of entirely
novel modeling approaches. Thank to the ubiquity of big data about social interactions,
computational models of social phenomena are becoming more accurate in forecasting
complex social phenomena. We foresee an intense growth of synergistic interactions be-
tween ABM and network based approaches in the future of computational social science.
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